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just for you
A  G I F T

We believe, "In diversity there
is beauty and there is

strength". Welcome the Knit-
the-Knot of the 

month that strongly personifies
the quote. 

In this edition you can spot
stuff that is for you. We

promise you that after trailing
the pages you will say just one
thing. "Yes, this is for me!"

And that's our thing. Go and
find everything under your
umbrella for  this Rainy

Season KTK.
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Address: F-1/152-153, Ground Floor, Sector 16,

Rohini, Delhi, 110089

Call us: 099905 14710



SUIT
Men in

Sneak a look into the wardrobe of truly any person you know, and
you'll see a mix of dull wash denim, plain white tees, comfortable

hoodies and a bunch of business shirts. (Truly, attempt it—we
challenge you.) Thankfully, 2019 men's style patterns are here—

and prepared to infuse a little crisp vitality into any buddy's
closet.



T H E  L A S T

O F  T H E

I N D E P E N D E N T S

There are sufficient guidelines in

life all things considered. A few,

be that as it may, are there to

help. Like the guidelines that

oversee how to dress well.

Obviously, every man or lady that

has a feeling on such things talks

from individual experience – and

almost certainly what works for

one doesn't generally work for

another; or what works for one is

viewed as excessively person on

foot or too cutting edge by

another. In this way, with regards

to dressing, they generally must

be fully trusted. They're strong

recommendations instead of the

final word on style. 

 

In any case, solid counsel is never

to be sniffed at, and, as menswear

turns out to be perpetually rich

and changed, always test and

plenteous, perpetually pattern

mindful, in snapshots of perplexity

and self-question, it can have an

important fall-back position that

slices through the messiness.



A watch resembles a bit of

craftsmanship. Pick it since you

cherish it, not on the grounds that you

figure it may profit. Watches are close

to home, it denotes your section

through time. Stylishly, practical,

rough games models go with anything

and can take the difficult times of

ordinary wear. However, a watch still

needs to fit you. It should feel great

and be directly as far as size and

profundity with respect to your wrist

also – 40mm is considered the

'Goldilocks' measure.

This is a perfect Friday outfit. This is

how you dress up when you are going

out with friends after work. 

The tie is optional. You can do away

with the tie and still this outfit will

look equally impressive. 

To make this outfit little bit more

formal you can opt for a nice black

leather belt that matches the colour

of your shoes.

This is the most classic formal

outfit combination of all. This

formal outfit works in almost all

situations. 

The key to making this simple but

classy formal outfit look is the fit.

This outfit combination is so basic

that if you don't get the fit right,

you risk looking like a slob in a

suit.





Different 
Strokes 

FOR
Different 

Folks

Jhoomar is a stunning bit
of adornments which was
presented in the wedding

scene by the Muslim people
group. More often than

not, Jhoomar and the
maang tikka supplement

and complete one another.



The choker accessory has a
significant influence in a Muslim
marriage accumulation. It is an

overwhelming piece with a
complex gold plan. It is generally
studded with valuable and semi-

valuable diamonds.

Maang Tikka is a pivotal bit of
gems which finishes a look and is
significant for all ladies. Maang

tikka can be made simply of gold
or can be decorated with any
diamonds coordinating the

wedding clothing

 Nathni is one of the most
established traditions. Nath can
likewise be a stud which is worn
all the more coolly. The nathni
worn during a wedding is to a

greater extent a major ring with a
fragile gold string that interfaces

the nose ring and the stud.



POSH  & POLISHED



BIG
CHANDBALI
JHUMKA



Address: Industrial Area, GT Karnal Road Industrial Area,
Ashok Vihar, Delhi, 110007

Phone: 084481 00851



Bengali
Wedding
Known for its fervor and
grandiose festival, Bengali
weddings are inadequate
without the 'Saat Paak' in
which the lady of the hour
surrounds the lucky man
multiple times while covering
her face with the betel leaves. 

15 Types of
Weddings in

India

Malyali
Wedding
Weddings in Kerela are
flashing and doesn't set
aside much effort to wrap up
the capacity. The Malyali
weddings are held in the
mornings and the marital
service is called 'Velli'.



Buddhist Wedding
Since Buddhism depends on having a
straightforward existence, their weddings are
additionally basic and have a serene illicit
relationship. 

Christian Wedding
In Christian weddings, the minister peruses the song
and the couple take the pledges. The gathering is
likewise a stupendous issue in the Christian weddings
wherein individuals feast, sing and move to praise the
couple's association.

Sikh Wedding
A Sikh wedding is like a Punjabi wedding. The main
contrast being that it happens during the day in
Gurudwara, where the ardaas are discussed.



Jain
Wedding
Jain weddings are
featured by the three
noteworthy pre-wedding
functions in particular
Lagana Lekhan, Lagna
Patrika, and Sagai.
Additionally, Pheras and
Kanya Daan are two of
the most eminent and
significant ceremonies of
a Jain wedding.

Kannada
Wedding
During the favorable time
of the wedding, the lady of
the hour is brought to be
situated at the mandap by
her sisters. The essence of
the lady of the hour is
secured with a fan made
out of peacock plumes. 



During the favorable time of the
wedding, the lady of the hour is
brought to be situated at the
mandap by her sisters. The
essence of the lady of the hour
is secured with a fan made out
of peacock plumes. 

Gujarati
Wedding

Kashmiri weddings are
fundamentally the same
as Hindu weddings. In
Kashmiri weddings, a
function called 'Diugun' is
performed which is like
the 'Haldihanth Rasam'. 

Kashmiri
Wedding



Maharashtrian
Wedding

Before the wedding trousseau,
the 'Shakhar Puda' or
commitment service happens.
During the wedding, the couple
is isolated with a silk shawl.

Marwari
Wedding

Pithi Dastoor is one of the cardinal pre-wedding
services which proceeds until the big day. At the
point when the lucky man lands at the lady of the
hour's place he has hit a toran that is tied on the
entryway with an aneem stick. .

Islamic
Wedding

Nikah in Islam is
perused by two

ministers and after the
assent of the couple, the

devout Nikah Naama is
agreed upon.



Pahari
Wedding

Upon the arrival of the
wedding, a service called
Dhulyaraj is performed
in which the husband to
be is gotten. 

Punjabi
Wedding
On the big day, the lady
of the hour gets a
'chuda, the white and
red shaded bangles
from her maternal uncle
or mom. Pursued by this
custom, the Ghara
Ghardoli function
happens in which the
lady of the hour and
husband to be are
washed in the blessed
water brought from the
Gurudwara. 

Upon the arrival of the
wedding, a washing
custom is followed in
Assamese wedding in
which the lady of the
hour and husband to
be's mom visit the
adjacent waterway to
get sacred water for
the shower. 

Assamese
Wedding



GREEN TEA
ICE CUBE

Prepare with a few drops of lemon and 1
tablespoon of organic honey!

Green tea ice cubes help
gently clean and nurture

the skin. Rub the ice
cube softly all over the face

and neck area. This will
exfoliate the skin and then
rinse your face using warm

water.



To find the best
match foundation

always test on
your jaw and not

on the wrist.

Use your white
eyeliner pencil
as an eyebrow

highlighter.

Put foundation
with dots for
an airbrush

makeup effect.





SPRINKLE

 
CLASSIC
 AND
STRUCTURAL
Let your pores
breathe. Put
minimilistic
amoutnt of
makeup

PASTEL 
PICKS!

PASTEL
BEING THE
COLOR OF
THE SEASON
SHOULD BE
THE FIRST ON
OUR LIST !
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Everything Under
Your Streaky, cakey cosmetics is an ugghhh look. This is

an ideal opportunity to whip out water-verification
everything, from mascara and eyeliner to
establishment and lipstick. 

Downpours equivalent
stickiness and sweat. Wet
equivalents rank. While
sweat itself is essentially
unscented, when
infinitesimal
microorganisms that live
normally on your skin
blend with perspiration,
they duplicate rapidly and
raise a stink. 

A convenient solution,
obviously, is showering two
times every day with an
antibacterial body wash.
Likewise take a stab at
utilizing an antiperspirant
containing aluminum
chloride, a substance that
lessens perspiring and
furthermore contains an
antiperspirant.

Avoid pore-stopping up face creams and lotions.
You need lightweight BB-cream-style inclusion, a
velvety, light illuminator and liquefy verification
cosmetics marvels.



VEL

VET

GUESS WHICH SEASON IS HERE



IS IT 
RAINING?

We all love rain so much! Planning a wedding in the arriving

monsoons is a big deal! Here we have some pretty decor ideas for this

monsoon wedding. A monsoon wedding might sound a little out of the

box, but if planned well, can be way more fun than winter weddings.

Make 'rain' your theme by using fountains, umbrellas and rainbow

colors around the venue. Add some special touches to brighten up the

ambiance.



BAROQUE
Ethnic Print Umbrellas For Stunning Decor

No, we're not discussing the dark contraptions that lie around in tragic looking
containers beside the attendant at an inn entryway or outside a meal corridor, for the
blustery days. What we're discussing are umbrella establishments that make for
staggering wedding stylistic layout. Never observed em? A major pattern in wedding
style, a wide range of innovative interpretations of this valuable family unit thing as vivid
stylistic theme props has assumed control over the wedding stylistic layout industry by
tempest (no play on words expected) Add shading, flavor, intensity and party to your
Indian wedding style by including splendid and bright umbrellas. 



 These infants currently come in a wide range of shapes and sizes,

from zardozi to mirrorwork, from rice paper to high quality paper,

calligraphy and bamboo to ribbon and scallops, your creative mind is

the point of confinement.

Try not to think dull and

exhausting hues, nylons and

plastic.



Address: 4/19, Racquet
Court Road, Civil Lines,

Delhi, 110054
Phone: 097116 62526

The Decor Arts



Life isn't 
But Your Hair Can Be

Perfect

Frizz Free Hair with a
BEER

Add one tablespoon
natural oil in a cup of
beer. Apply it as a hair
mask and wash it off

after 20 minutes.



FUN RITES
TO

SMILE BRIGHT

Gujarati weddings have a function called Ponkvu or
Ponkhana where the groom is invited by his mother-
in-law, who initially plays out an aarti and after that

energetically pulls the man of the hour's nose. This is
an energetic path for the lady of the hour's family to
remind the groom that he has gone to their entryway
to wed their little girl and he needs to figure out how

to be unassuming and appreciative.

Prior to the wedding, the Sindhis
play out a custom called saanth.

An anklet is tied around the right
foot of the bride and the groom(in
their separate homes). After this,
seven wedded ladies pour oil on

the lady of the hour and the
husband to be's head. At that
point they two need to wear

another shoe on their correct foot
and break an earthen pot with it.
This considered as a good omen.
To end the service, the groom's

relatives remove his garments to
avoid evil eye..



Hindus pursue this
ritual of wedding which
they call aeki beki or
jua. The convention
requires utilization of a
silver dish involving the
rings which is loaded up
with milk, flower petals
and vermilion. 

The lady of the hour and the
groom need to dunk their
hand in the blend looking for
the ring. It is the 'best of seven'
arrangement and the one, who
finds the ring multiple times,
is anticipated as the individual
to 'run the show.. 

In the Maharashtrians they have
a custom where the sibling of
the bride twists the groom's ear
to caution him to deal with his
sister. May be they're simply
cautioning the lucky man to take
great care of their sister, else the
discipline could get greater!



Skipping meals slows your
metabolism and boosts your
hunger. That puts your body

in prime fat-storage mode
and increases your odds of
overeating at the next meal.

Eating too fast can make
you gain weight. Sow

eaters take in 66 fewer
calories per meal, as

compared to fast-eating
peers.



Heavy Nath for the brides!



BRIDE
 CAKE

C E L E B R A T I N G  W E D D I N G

Classic and Elegant



A BIG 
SPOONFUL OF

LO
VE

CAKE

There is a developing pattern

towards putting together your

cake plan with respect to the

style of your wedding dress. Ivory,

cream and white cakes are

recovering notoriety, and these

are being brightened with pearls,

diamante, texture, blooms and

bits of gems to copy the lady's

outfit.

Some top of the line cake

creators are really working

with dress originators to make

couture cakes motivated by

the architects' accumulations



Chittaranjan park, New Delhi- 110019
+91-9999 376 990

sangeeta@sangeetascookingmantra.com

Sangeeta's

Cooking Mantra



Life is short ...Your
Lashes

shouldn't be!
Make a mixture of castor oil
with coconut oil. Massage it
on your pretty lashes every
night. It will grow your eye

lashes dramatically!



Gosh!Y O U R  E Y E S

Place colored contact lenses that
compliment your bridal lehenga and

makeup. 



WAKEUP & MAKEUP

MAKESHIFTMAG.CO

Sweep your mascara towards
your nose instead of upwards.
This will help make the lashes

look fuller.
 It will also help to make your

eyes look bigger.

MAKEUP
HACKS

With your eyeliner, draw an inclined
hashtag at the external corner of each eye.

Mix it in with the remainder of your eye
makeup.

 You get that smoky look without a great
deal of work.



I C O N I C

B R I D A L  L O O K

T R A D I T I O N A L

DEFINED
BROWS, NUDE
LIPS AND
THICK LINER.
LOOKS
GORGEOUS

india

Bridesof



Marathi Bride

Kashmiri
Bride

Bengali Bride

Kashmiri ladies are said

to be extremely beautiful,

in actuality as lovely as

Kashmir itself. Kashmiri

Brides usually were a

Pheran, a Kalpush-the

headgear, alongside

conventional bridal

jewellery. Soft and basic

makeup is a known factor

of Kashmiri brides.

The Bengali lady of the hour

wears a traditional saree in red

or maroon, with multifaceted

Zari work. Much the same as

the mehendi, bengali women

embellish their feet with aalta -

a red shade. Their forehead is

painted with red and white dots.

They wear a mukut-a headgear

enhancing the hair. Red lips

and red Bindi are major

highlights.

Yellow, green, red and purple are viewed as

extremely favorable, and the ladies ordinarily

wear Paithani sarees in these hues. The

mundavalya is a unisex adornment worn by both

the bride and the groom.

Tamilian
Bride

A traditional Iyer and

Iyengar bride wears

the 9 yard

Kanjeevaram saree in

rich hues. Her

forehead shines with

Nethichutty. Gold-

bronze eye makeup

with a stark eyeliner

looks glamorous.

Brides

india
of



india

Bridesof

I s l a m i c  B r i d e

Head ornamentation and
hair styles are an integral

part of Muslim bridal
makeup. Defined eye
makeup, crimped hair

and big lashes make the
Islamic Bride stand out.



Bihari Bride

Sikh
Bride

Punjabi Bride

The Sikh bride can be

seen wearing either a

lehenga or an adorned

salwar kameez in a lively

shading. A winged liner

and pink nude lips looks

lovely on every bride.

Cheeks with flawless tint

and exemplary

highlighting completes

the look.

The delightful Punjabi lady

fundamentals incorporate

comparable gear that makes an

Punjabi-Hindu wedding.

Mehendi being an extremely

significant component, the

bride decorates her hand and

feet. Go bold with your eyes.

Put false lashes to make the

eyes look more dramatic and

more Punjabi. Finish the look

with a matching Bindi and lip

color.

Bihari ladies generally prefer yellow and red

sarees, with a decent measure of gold gems, and

an odhni in yellow shading that is given to the

lady of the hour by her maternal uncle. It means

success and is very basic in the northern district

of the nation.

Hindu
Bride

A traditional hindu

bridal makeup

includes defined

brows contoured

cheeks, a nude lip and

a thick eyeliner. 

This bridal look

enhances the bride's

natural glow and

compliments her

bright, bold and

vivacious bridal attire.

Brides

india
of



OHIO SALON
B1, A37, B- Block Market

Sec 51 Noida,, UP 201301

Phone: 0120 422 2710

Email : care@ohiosalon.in



Flair
U N I Q U E  R O S E - P E A R L

G A R L A N D S  F O R

Y O U R  J A I M A L A

C E R E M O N Y !



ANGEL IC

ES €2.50
IT €3.00

FR €6.00
GB €3.00

USA $6.99Massage saffron oil in the night. 
Get amazingly glowing and bright skin in the morning!



WEDAMOR
Your search for a perfect Indian wedding

magazine is over with Knit-The-Knot. It is a
free online wedding magazine featuring the

latest trends in weddings, with new ideas,
tips and advice decoration ideas, wedding

venue guides, honeymoon destinations and
more to help you plan your dream wedding.
Discover the best options available to you

in your budget to make the day special.

Get in touch with us with your feedback and queries at:
CONTACT US

contact@wedamor.com

7042350446, 9319923666
Wedamor, D-107, 91springboard, Sector-2, Noida,

UP-201301
fb/wedammor wed_amor

www.wedamor.comPlan with Love, Wed in style!

The magazine
gives you a
perfect blend
of summer
essentials and
stunning
wedding
necessities.

The upcomoing
edition
comprises of
everything you
need to know
about the
upcoming
festivals and
the season's
beauty.



WEDAMOR

Plan with Love,
Wed in Style!


